
BRING THE BROWNING
Figures are based individually. (unless you want to use markers for casualties)
Squad leaders must be clearly marked and any platoon leaders and senior NCO staff must likewise be 
clearly marked.

Each unit is a team, squads are split into two teams in most cases.
During game play each team operates independently.

Leader figures are abstractions used to show the focus of that leader. They do not denote actual position
and do not take any part in combat.

Teams are not required to maintain a particular coherency distance.

The type of team determines its Minimum Firing Strength

LMG 2
Elite 3
Regular 4
Second rate 5

TURN SEQUENCE
Players alternate selecting and activating 2 teams of their choice. The teams do not have to be from the 
same squad.

Options:
Activate one team at a time, instead of two.
Substitute a card sequence with a card per squad (or per team).

ACTIVATION
When a team activates, follow the sequence below:

1 Place leader
2 Determine Control
3 Rally
4 Move
5 Fire
6 Determine Readiness

PLACE LEADER
Position the team leader figure anywhere within 3” of a team member.

DETERMINE CONTROL
Roll 1D6 to establish the Control score this turn. Elite teams add +1.

RALLY
Each Control point allows one pinned figure within 8” to be rallied. Leaders may rally troops not 
belonging to the same team.



For every figure rallied, roll 1D6. On a 6, the figure is a casualty and is removed from play.

MOVE
To determine movement capability, roll 2D6.
Pinned figures do not move and the leader figure is not affected by this roll.

Figures moving in the open move at the higher die. Figures intending to move in a terrain feature or 
crossing an obstacle move at the lower die.

FIRE
All fire is directed at a group of targets within a 6x6” square. 
Pinned figures do not fire.

Establish fire type:
If the number of firing figures is less than the Firing Strength for their team type, the fire is scattered.
Roll 2D6 and for each 6, pin down the closest target figure.

If the number of firing figures is equal or better than the Firing Strength, the fire is effective. Proceed 
below.

Teams may fire at any target in sight. (15” for SMG troops) 

To determine the Firepower of a team roll 1D6 and modify as follows:

Strong team (number of firing figures is double the Fire Strength) +1
Rapid fire +1

The armaments of exact individual figures is not considered. A rifle team is “rapid fire” if they all have 
semi-auto rifles, sub machine guns or assault rifles.
An MG team is “rapid fire” if they are manning a belt-fed gun.

Establish Defence:
The target team receives a Defence Factor:

Incidental cover 1
Limited cover 2
Extensive cover 3

Cover is incidental if 4 or more target figures are in the open.
Cover is limited if there are 1-3 figures in the open.
Cover is extensive if all targets are in cover.

Figures are in cover when in or directly behind a terrain feature.

Note that if the total targets in the area number 1-3, they will always be considered in “limited cover” at
worst, even if placed in the open.

Assign results:
For every point of Firepower in excess of the Defence Factor, one target figure is pinned down. 



Figures closest to firer are pinned first.
If all figures are pinned, each excess Pin result cause a target figure to Scatter. 
Remove the figure from the table and set them aside.

ASSAULT FIRE
If the firer is within 6” of the targets, in addition to the Firepower die, an Assault die is also rolled.
This is calculated as per the Firepower die, using the same modifiers and against the same Defence 
Factor.

Each point the Assault die exceeds the Defence Factor by, causes one target figure within 6”to be 
Scattered. 

LEADERS AND COMBAT
Leaders of any type are abstracted figures. They do not participate in combat, do not fire and do not 
take hits. 

DETERMINE READINESS
If the team rolled a modified 6+ for its Control roll, it remains Ready and may be activated again later 
in the same turn.
If the Control roll was any other roll, the unit is no longer Ready and the leader figure is set aside.

PLATOON LEADERS
Platoon leaders are activated in place of a team. They may perform one of three actions:

Rally
Position the leader within 3” of any figure in the platoon. Roll for Control and rally figures as normal.

Regroup
Take any number of figures that have Scattered. You may take all or only some.
Roll 1D6.
If the roll is equal or better than the number of figures you took, they may all be placed back on the 
table.
Regrouped figures are placed within 3” of an existing team and cannot be within 12” of any enemy 
figures.
They are now part of that team.
If the roll is lower than the number of figures you took, regroup a number equal to the die roll and 
remove the remainder from the game permanently. 

Push
A team may be restored to Ready condition. They do not act as part of this initiative however.

After either action, the leader is no longer Ready and is set aside.
Leaders can never retain Readiness.

END OF TURN
When both sides have no more Ready units, a new turn begins. 
Each player must select one pinned figure that Scatters. (For big games, one per platoon). 
All leader figures become available again.


